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Timber technologies
The school is the first example in the UK of ‘Brettstapel’
construction – a glue-free variant of massive timber
construction imported from Austria. This has helped
to create a highly insulated and airtight school, which
easily achieves the internationally recognised German
‘Passivhaus’ standard in terms of fabric performance.
All other solid timber used in the project, such as
decking, battens, bridge glulams and beads are from
Scottish timber.

Special timber-related features
Brettstapel is a solid timber construction system
fabricated from softwood timber posts connected with
hardwood timber dowels. This relatively simple method
of construction does not use glues or nails and can be
used to make beautiful, low carbon, healthy buildings
that are quick and easy to build.
All the timber in the building is untreated, as the types of
timber used have been chosen to suit their environment.
All decking and cladding is made from the heartwood
of European larch, which is naturally durable. The timber
used for the Brettstapel panels is Silver fir. As with all
timber, this has the ability to absorb a small amount of
excessive indoor humidity, which helps to create a healthy
indoor environment.
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Name of building
Acharacle Primary School
Date completed
2009
Building type
Education
Location
Acharacle, Ardnamurchan, Argyll
Architect
Gaia Architects
Client
The Highland Council
Main contractor / timber supplier
McGregor Construction (Highland) Ltd
Bretstapple

Background to building
The new Acharacle School has been constructed within
the playground of the original school and represents the
state-of-the-art in sustainable construction.
The building’s design was developed by the architects
who discussed the design with the pupils, staff and the
local community in a series of workshops.
This resulted in a two-winged layout with a central,
communal entrance. The ‘classroom wing’ is orientated
east-west to maximize solar gain, while the ‘community
wing’ is aligned close to a north-south axis.
The new school is a healthy, low tech and low carbon
environment for pupils, staff and the community for
generations to come.

Anticipated lifespan of building
As long as the Victorian stone-built schoolhouse
it replaced
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